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BIA Indian Census Rolls

From M ARA

Records (if the Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1886-1940

As a referent:e archivist at the Washington DC location of the National' Avrchives whose special knowledge Is In
the area of It is records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, I get many questions from people who are seeking to
establish their Indian heritage, This search often leads the inquirer to tine Indian Census Rolls, compiled by the
Bureau of Inifian Affairs, between 1885 and 19 i. These records are microfilmed and are available at owr
r601017121 bra,, ciches as National Archives and Records Administration microfilm publication M595, in 692 rolls, and
at some of the many state and loco( history and genealogy centers.,

Sometimes tnere are questions about these rolls that are hard to answer, How was the agent to decide what
persons shosild be listed on his census rolil? What guldelines were given? How did his determine if someone
should be on his list or not? What if the grandmother was living with them but she was from another tribe? What
if they said tltey had ason away at school? How did the census relate to questions of enrollment or tribal
membershlp1 What was the agent supposed to do about Indians not living on the reservation- were they to be
Included? How could a person who was on the Flandreau rolls for the Indian census in the 20s and 3,0s, also
have had children1 a *street directory* at the same time, In Massachusetts. How would you find out why
the children were not. Included In the Flandreau Ii Census Roll along with this father? Are there Instructions?
To answer "as quesUons, the "t thing I did was to locate the origirtal act establishing the Indian Census rolls,
to see what was intended.

Introduction to Indian Census Rolls

The original Act of July 4, 1884, (23 StaL, 78, 98) was vague, saying, "That hereafter each Indian agent, be
required, In his annual report, to submit a census of the Indians at his agency or upon the reservation under his
charge.* The Act Itself dad not specify the collection of narnas and personal Information. However, the
Cocammissioni ir of Indian Affairs sent a directive in 1885 (Circular 148) reiterating the statement and adding
further instruii;tlons; "Superintendents in charge of tndian reservations should submit annually, a census of all
Indians under it charge." He told the agents to use the plan he had prepaTedfor gst.herling the information.
The sample more showed columns for Number (consecutive), Indian Name, English Name, Relationship, Sex,
and Age. Other information on Me number of mates, females, schools, school children, and' teachers was to be
compiled stailatically and included separately In the annual report.

The first form drawn up by the Commissioner asked only for name, age, sox, and family relationship. It was so
little information that these Indian Census rolls, were never considered to be *private' In the same sense as the,
federal di inial census, and there was never any restriction, against the release, of the Information, Gradual
chi in the form of the data, required and special Instructions for the census are documented in National
Archives milooffirin publication M1121, Procedural Issuancee of the Bureau! of Indian Affairs, Orders and
Circulars, 19,14-1055, in 17 Wis.

The cons use .; !rocsi 1885 on were compiled by the agents using forms sent by ft Bureau. There was supposed
to be only only census for each reservation, except in a few cases where part of the reservation was in another
state. Multiph,- copies were not made. The original was sent to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. The earliest
censuses wec a written in by hand:, but typing appeared quite early. Eventually the Commissioner issued
instructions on exactly how to type some entries In, and requested that the familyni be placed in
alphabetical tiections on the roll. For a while, a new censuswas taken each year and the entire roil tedione.
ADents were told In 1921 they were supposed to list all the, people undor their charge, and if name was listed

for the first or was not listed from the last year, an explanation was required. It was considered helpful to
Indicate the number for the person on the previous yei census. Persons also could be, designated by a
number peculiar to that reservation, If it was explained somewhere, or they could, be listed as "N.E.". or "blot
rtnrollod.* In me IMa, sometimos only supplemental root showing the additions and 0efei from the
previous year were: submitted. The regular process of taking the Indian censuses was discoftnuad in 1940,
although a, low later rolls exist. A new Indian Census was taken Lvy the Census Bureau in 1960, but It Is not open
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Who Was Included in the, Indian Cram us Rolls?

1 P Vi9saXa-M,

Naming - English or Indian Names
There were t to instructions with the earliest census forms, other than to include a census of all Indians under the
age0s charle, but the Commissioner did occasionally Issue 8, statement about the census. Primarily he urged
the agents tu got the Information, and send It In on time, Mthout much comment. The early Instructions just said
to include fatolly grou with all the people living In each household. The agent was Instructed to list the Indian
and English tl reho head of the household and the names, ages, and relationship of the other family
mernbers.Tive column for Indian Name continued, but In lact, Indian names were failing out of usage and were
seldom Included after about 1004.r

A diredve In 1902 gave auggestions for how to translate Indian names to English in what would now be termed
Opolitically correor fashion. The uselbIness of having alt 'the family members share the same surname was
pointed out, especially for the purposes of property or land omership, so that children and wives would be
known by ttt names of their fathers, and husbands In questions of Inheritance. The agents were told not to
simply substicute English for the native language. It was suggested that a native name be retained as much, as
possible, but not if it were too dNflruft to pronounce and remember. If it werseasily pronounced and niellifluous,
it should be ietained. Names of animals could be translated to the Englishversion, such as Wolf, but only If the
Indian word was too long and too difficult. "Foolish, cumbersome or uncouth translations whitch would handleap
a se0-resp%ting person should not be tolerated.' Complex names such as Dog Turning Round might be better
rendered, far example, as Turningdog, or Whirlingdog-Darogatory nicknames were to be dropped.

The Agent's Jurisdiction - Who Was Included?

For years IlWa guidance was given to help the agent determine w6om to include. In 1909, he was asked to show
how many reilded on the reservation and how many alloftd Indians ware living on their allotments, That
Information was not included on the census roll Itself, but as part of the annual, report. He was urged to like
pains to makes the numbers accurate,

It wasn't until 1919 that any clarifying instructonsabout whom to include wets added. The Commissioner
directed supArintendents and agents in Circular 1538, "in enumerstino Indlan% who are not attached to your
Jurisdidon, t ey should to classified by tribal *Mlatorm In which can they should be designated by
approximate Dlood relationship.* He was referring to people living in the jurisdiction, but not fro. m that reservation
or tribe, rather than people not present and living , off reservation. If they were listed wilth a family, the agent
should toll wl tat family relationship they bore to an enrolled person, and what tribe or jurisdidion they actually
belonged to.  r'he Commissioner pointed out that both Wants might not be membom of the same triba for
example, on Pima and one, Hopi, The parents had the right to determine with which tribe the children should
be IdeWsed, and agents were Instructed to show the parents'sektctlQn as the first one, with a hyphen and then
second tribe, as in Pima -Hopi.

Very IlWy thti only thing now by 1919 was to he sure to Indicate the formal tribal aftNation of all. Formerly it
might, simply lieve been assurned from the census that the grandmother fiving with the family was actually a
member of that tribe and reservation, Or she might not have been listed, because she redly, did belong with
another tribe, Or If more than one tribe resided v4thin a Jurisdiction, the distinction might not have been made. In
urging accuracy, tha Com missioner s aid In 1921, 'it does not seern to be generally appreciated that the census
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rolls are often the basis of the property rights of the Indian enrolled. An allotting agent looks to the. census roll to
cleterrnins who are entitled to allotments. An examiner of Inheritances secures much of his information  . from
tine , census milts.'" (Circular 1671).   of In many ways It was the decision of the SuporintendeM or Agent as to
whether sor, none should be included in the census.

Changes to the Indian Census
Between 19A8 to 1930 that the BIA Indian Census underwent a real change. The format was changed t ,here
were more columns, now Information required, and instructions printed on the back. The forms used for 1930
and there for showed the following columnsI)Cansus number-Praswt, 2)Last 3) Indian Name - 4)
Surname, 50ven, 6) Allotment, Annuity identification Numbers, 7) Sex. 18) Da,,teof Birth - lvlo.., 9) Day, 10) Year,
11) Degree t if Blood, 12) Marital Condition (M, Sj 13) Relation to Head of Family (Head, Wife, Dau. Son), The
format wasi:,hanged to the wider landscapes orientation of the page.
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Reservaltion Indians vs. Non Reservation Indians

cv ftMiQMLP-§,M

Reservation and Nonreserror altion Indians

one, important change for 11930 concerned people who did Trot live on the reservation. The understanding was
that the agei it was to Include all his enrollees, whether there on the reservation or elsewhere, and no residents
who were enrolled on another reservation. They should be rewrded on another agent's list.

Circular 2653 (1030) says "A special survey of absentees Is to be made at each jurisdiction and their addresses
determined," The Commissioner Goes on to say, "names of Indians whose whereabouts have been unknown for
as considerable number of years are to be dropped fauna the rolls with the approval of the Department. The same
pertains to bands of Indians of whom no census has been made for an extended, time erg who have no contact
with the Service, viz., the Swokbridges and Munsees, the Rice Lake Chippewas and the Miamis and Peorlas.
These will bi t enumerated In the 10:90 Federal census."

Cooperation with the federal officials who were conducting " 1930 decennial census was requested. but It is
clear they wire two different censuses taken In the same yew, by two different government bureaus, with
different instructions. However, some 1930 SIA censuses have penciled information that may correlate to the
federal 1930 census date, For example, the 1930 ,     can" for Ftandreau has han4w6tten numbers In the
columns for (monity,, The instructions shed no tight on this, Sut, the since same number appears sometimes with
several namos having the same surname, it looks like It could be the family number from the federal census for
that county, or perhaps a postal code or other correlating, number., Mhough, the agents, were cooperating with
the federal consul takem, they were taking their own census, If the federal census takers figured the number of
Indians counted on a reservation as, a member of a tribe, they did not want to recount the same peaple living off
reservation, Sometimes there might be notes done on the form to check off and make sumthat people were not
being count tw4ce.

The Commissioner directed the superintendents In Circular 2676 that the "census must show only Indians at
your Jurisdiction living on June 30, 1930, Names of Indians removed from the rolls since the last census,
because of ceath or otherwise, must be entirely orrilfted," A later amendment altered this to state, 'The oansus
must show only Indians enrolled at your jurisdiction living on April 1, 1930. This will Include InOlansenrolled at
your Jurisdiction and actually living on the, reservation,, and, Indians enrolled at your jurisdiction and living
elsewhere." I ie was WO hammering on this theme in Circular 2897, when he said. "Dead Indians reported on
Census Roll as was done by some agencleslast year will not be tolerated." He also took care to define the
meaning of 0 te Superintendents area of jurisdiction to Indude "Government rancherfas and public domain
allotments i wv41 as reservations."

The agents were urged to be careful to remove names of those deceased,, and to Include names of those who
were still 'umler ti r Jurisdiction" but perhaps on a rancherla or public domain allotmant. The implication is that
the Information for prevtous years could be erroneous. Also it Is clear that the jurisdiction did include some,
people living on allotments, In the public domain, whose lands were no longer considered as as part of a
reservation. i iowever, spouses of Indians who were themselves not Indian, are not listed. Charles Eastman's
wife. a non I i 41an, does not appear on the Flandreau census along with her husband.

By 1930 ,   many Indians had gone through the allotment process and received patents for their lands, now
considered a-; pan of the public domain, as opposed to lands reserved for a reservation. Agents were told to
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consider InWans living on allotted laOS on the public domain as part of theirJurlsdiction. Some censuses made
that distinction, reservration and nonreservation Indims. For example, the Grande 'Ronde - Siletz present day
membershils criterW mentions the "public domain" rolls, of IW prepared by the Grand Ron4o-Siletz Agency,
Bureau of Irsdian Affairs.

A revised consus form was used in 19,31, prompting the Commissioner to nive further instructions in Circular
2739, The 1931 census had the follom.nq columns: 11) Number 2)Narne. Surname 3)G1ven Name 4)Sex M or F
5) Age at 1-  s# airthday $)Tribe 7)Degree of 1ood8)Marftal Status 9) Relationship to Head of Family IO)At
Jurisdiction where Enrolled, Yes or No 11 At Another Jurisdiction, rJUIName 12) Elsewhere, Post Office 13)
County 14) .3tate 15) Ward, yes or No 16) Motment, Annuity, " Ideffiftation Numbers
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Enrollment & Roll Numbers

pwat

The members of a family were defined as 1. Head, father-2, wife; 3, children, Including stepchildren and
adopted cfiitdron,, 4, retativez, and 6, "other persons living With the family who do not constitute other family
groups." A itrandparent, brother, sister, nephew, niece, grandchild, or any other relative living with the family
should be liNted and Me relationship show. A column was included to list roomers or friends living with ft
family, if they were not listed as heads of households on another census sheet. A single person living at home
could only be a "Head" if the father was dead ands the oldest child was serving In that capacity. The agent was
also told to (*port all tribes making up the Jurisdiction, not just the predominant one,

Further instructions, on residence said, If a person resided at the reservation, column 10 should say Yes, and
columns I I through 14 left blank, If an Indian resided at another jurisdiction, c-dumn 10 should be No, and
column 11 ihould indicate the correct Jurisdiction and state,, and 12 through 14 left blank. "When Indian resides
elsewhere, c:olurnn 10 should be NO, column 111 blank, and columns 12, 13, and 14, answered, County (column
13) must be filled In. This can be obtained ftrn the Postal Code.'" Children at school Gaut technically still part of
their famllie-i wars to be included. They were not to be reported at another jurisdiction or elsewhere,

There Is evidence that the census takers were unclear themselves on whether to list someone who was not
present., Tho Commissioner kept after them, about mistakes. "Pleags Soo that columns 10 to 14 aro filled In as
directed as two people spent (over two months correct-lng the errors In these columns last year."

Roll Numbers - Is It an "Enrollment Numbar?

The numbei In the earliest censuses was a consecutive number that could change from one yew to the next for
the same rwrson, Although agents had been asked as early as 1914 to tell the roll number on the previous roll
especially lit the case of 41terations, thery were speolfloally asked In 1929 W Indicate what nurnber the person
was on the I irevious roll, it seemed that 1020 became the benchmark number in some cases, and the person
continued to be defined by that number on future rolls, Instructions for the 1031 census said: "List alphabetically,
and nurnbef narnes on roll consecuttvaly, with no duplicate numbers..,"That set of numbers was followed by the
colum!n lndl<;aVng the number on the previous roll. In most cases, the 'ID number" wa the co seo tis that - . n u ve

number on tine 1029 roll. So there was a now Consecutive Number each yew, and an tdentVng Number from a
base roll, wid an Allotment Number, If the eflotting had been, done. Using Flandreau as an example, in year
1929 the "allot-ann-ldnumbers"'(1in unnumberedl column 6) given are Idenfification numbers starting from 1 to
317 and, and these id numbers correspond exactly to the colurrinfor the present order on the list. So,, the Id
number w derived from the order on the list In 1 and roe carried over to subsequent years. In 1930, the
Id n4rnber was that 1929 consecutive order number.

The cancept of enrollment:
It Is clear th, by this time, there was an accepted concept of 'enrollment" being employed, even though there
were no offig ial membership enrollment lists existing for many tribes- A few tribes had been Involved In
government supervised enrollment lists, usually relating to legal questions, In which the federal government
owed the trig oe moneys as delertnined by the courts, In that case, the federal government had a vested Interest
In determinli ig who was a legitimate member, to whom money was owed, and who was not- Apart from ftse
special cases. the Supeeintondento and Agents had been occupied for years Wthi the allotment process,
identifying utose, who were eligible to receive an allotment, and they had been Involved yearty In the distribution
of goods and money and checking the allgible names off an annuity roll. Many tribes had accepted Annuity Roll
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numbers, and Allotment Roll numbers. At the discretion of'ft, Superintendent those that did not could have an
assigned loan*lngNumber. 5% the concept of eligibility for services was apparently equated to a status of
enrollment, )van If time were no actual enrollment list The questions, of eligibility were tied to allotment lists,
annuity roilti,and prior census rolls.

T'he landm4po changed again in 1934, when legislation was passed called the Indian Roorpnizat on Act.
Under this , act. tribes were encouraged to specifically set up a constitution that gave recognized criteria for
determining membership and enrollment, A quick swvey of Indian Tribal Constitutions on ft Internet shows
that a number actualty did adopt the OIA census as the bw.e roll, for membership.
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va rnaew of Blood - Censuss Instruction

f PfAAQMA  ,

Degree of blood was not required on the ,early rolls. When it was included, for a short period, blood quantities
were artiti "ilyr compressed into only three categor that may have lewd to confusion in later years when more
specific calagodes were required. The 1930 Indian census did not allow more than three distinctions to be made  ,
in amount of bled because mechanical readt n0 device was to be used. Circular 2676 (1930) said about the
now censu* lone,  carne 5 that It "must be fiiled out In absolute conformity to Instructions on reverse. This
ruling is ne n+  aaury because a mechanical device has been installed In the a for tabulating the data .... Thu.ns
for degree of blood than symbols F for full blood, Y #+ for one fourth air more Indian bloodl, and -  4 for to -se then
one fo No substitution of more detailed Information Is permissibl in any c olumin." Later, In 1933„ the agents
sere told to use the categories F, 3/4,,14, 1/4, 1 /b, Stillk Iater, they were urged to be exact If possible_ If someone
were going to use the 19!30 bloodqWormation In retrospect it could lead to mistakes, Obviously, you
can't go trorn an artificially compressed ' ry and return vwi'thi greater detail arncl bea=rat+e,

Accuracy of the Indian Censuses

Wheat can be said in retrospect about the accuracy of the Indian Censuses'"? Even with the instructions, agent's
were sometimes confused as to whether they should list the ,names of (people who were away. If the agent had
the addres.;, arnd knew the person was still maintaining ties with tine fawn" ily he would probably consider the
pers awe still under hisjurisdiction, and count therm in his census.. But if persons had been away for several
years, the ,ngerd was supposed torthere tram the roll. He was supposed to report the reason the person
was removed and W the CK fi m the Commissioner. The Cornrnissloner instructed the a amts o rernovew the
names of people who had died, or who had bee away for years. He was very annoyed atthi for fail In
to be accurata, His constant harping suggests there were continuing inaccuracies, In the and, the Indian Census
Rolls ,nay, or may not be considered a list of all thcuse people who were officially cornsidered "enrolled,*' So
tribes ciid adopt there as a base roll. Bum, it is also clear that the numbers had varying, meaning. Very likely you
could. at least by the raid 19 r0s, equate ttt!e presence of a name on a roft as Indicating sustained presencea in
the tribal Juariwedlotion of that Agent with a status of membership understood. As +early, as 1914 the Commissioner
started asking that this numbers on the roll should indicate the number of the person on the roll the year before.
That indi ktas that although the roll was freshly numbered each year, with minor variations, gradually occurring
due to 5" A and deaths, It was nevertheless reflective of a continuous group of people. This is the way most
rolls took, wnntil the 1030 changes.

Understanding Indian Census - An Example
How could a person who was on Um Rarnclrea a nails for I`,/te Indian carnsus in ", 20a and 30s, also /raven had
children listed in a *street direcicany' at the some n~mo, in Massachuswed's?

There are several Visibilities. Theoretically, If the children were liming In his household on the reservation, they
should have been counted as membe of his fanny cant the BLA census. This is also true, if the oNldraen were
away attennding school, but lived with him otherwise; they should have been counted, If he was separated t, rn
his Wife and she tools the children to Massachusetts,, they would be part; of her household andi would not be,
murited cut a the reserva census, with the ,,rain. if she was not an enrolled member of that tribe or reservation
and lived away with her cahildren, she would, not be counted,, nor the children, In the agents count for the census
of that restevation for that year. If Mai another was as member of a diffe rent trip or reservation, the children ,,night
have been counted on, that other reservation's c nsuatu. Agents were Instruniti to list pwaoplo who lived on the
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reservation but were not remembers of that tribe, lA thuey were not counted In the total owisus count, The ,point
was that a  erson 'osh, ould not be counted twice, and the agent had to include corns information that would ihelp
resolve the Issue. They were supposed to Indicate what tribe and which jurisdiction the person was from. They
usually w cold give the general address of people who were away. When the census was submitted, It wild be
easier to iiuure out If someone had been left off of one or Included on another when shouldn't be. The
Co mrmmissiotier of Indian affairs was lams concerned about factual names than concernedthat the total number
be, accurat  . That is not to W that the exact identity of persons was not important; It was. The Commissioner
noted that Urte censuses would be useliul In making annuity rolls„ and In determ idng issues of Inheritance, so he
wanted theca to be correct.
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